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3 Key Parts of your Brain

Name

Function

Prefrontal
Cortex

Owl – Thinking part of the brain
Part of the frontal lobe
Responsible for - Executive function, Decision
making Problem solving, Complex thought

Amygdala

Guard Dog – Emotional part of the brain
Part of the limbic system
Responsible for processing our emotions

Hippocampus

Elephant – Memory part of the brain
Part of the limbic system
Responsible for forming, organising and storing
memories
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3 Key Parts of your Brain

Match the name to the correct definition:
Prefrontal Cortex

Helps you store memories

Amygdala

Helps make decisions

Hippocampus

Controls your emotions
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Make a Mind Jar
Pause Mind Jar
Make a Pause Mind Jar at home.
All you need is:
• Plastic jar
• Water
• Glitter or coloured sand

Draw what your
mind jar looks like:

The Pause Mind Jar has two purposes:
1. It represents how the brain looks when the amygdala
fires, all our thoughts, feelings and emotions are swirling
around in the brain.
2. It is used as the first self-regulation tool in the Pause
Process. Students shake their mind jar, place their hands
on the anchor spot (stomach) and take some deep
breaths.
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Your Brain, Your Responsibility
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Hand Model of the Brain

Write or draw what makes you flip your lid?

Write or draw what you could do to calm yourself down?
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6 Pause Behaviours
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6 Pause Behaviours

Write or draw which Pause behaviour would you like to use and why?
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Pause Posture – Mindful Bodies
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Pause Posture – Mindful Bodies
Draw a picture of yourself in your mindful body, at home: inside
your house, outside your house and somewhere in nature.
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Heartfulness

Life is precious
and
Mindfulness
gives us the
tools to live
deeply,
to connect
authentically
and to open
our hearts
fully.
Meena Srinivasan, author of
“Teach Breathe Learn”
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Heartfulness
Draw a picture of or write about a person or
animal you would like to send kind thoughts
to.
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Sending kind
thoughts

Use Weather Symbols
to describe or represent your emotions –

Internal Weather

called
it’s sometimes easier to say “I’m stormy” than “I’m angry”!

Internal Weather Station
It’s a great idea to check in on your “Internal
Weather” a few times throughout the day.
1. When you wake up
2. After lunch
3. Before you go to sleep at night
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Body
Scan
Map
Using weather
symbols, shapes,
lines, squiggles,
dots and colours,
draw what you felt
in your body during
the body scan.

Try doing a body scan in bed, before falling asleep. Notice if it helps
relax you or fall asleep easier.
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Emotions
Draw the emotion on each blank face.

Next time you are angry this week, stop and take 3 mindful breaths.
Notice what happens next.
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3-D Seeing
Make or imagine that you are wearing a set of glasses like the ones
below.
Using mindful eyes to write or draw 5 new things that you see in your
home.

1

3

2

4

5
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Enjoying Eating
Choose 3 different foods to practice mindful eating. Then draw a
picture of the food and write anything you noticed.
1. What do you see?
2. What does it smell like?
3. What does it sound like?
4. Squish it and now listen to it.
5. What does it feel like?
6. Stick out your tongue.
7. Put it in your mouth.
8. What does it taste like?
9. Take one slow mindful bit.
10.Can you feel it go into your
stomach?

Mindful eating is about
awareness. When you
eat mindfully, you slow
down, pay attention to
the food you are eating
and savour every bite.
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Mindful Movement
Brain Gym
PACE – Positive Active Clear Energetic
4 Brain Gym Exercises
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Mindful Walking
Draw a picture and write how you felt when you
were walking mindfully around your home.

Pick an activity like biking, running, jumping rope and put your
attention in your feet. Does this make the activity easier?
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Reticular Activating System

1. The RAS is like a sorting system for the brain. The five
sensors send information into the RAS and the RAS sifts
through the information and only lets the important
information through to the Prefrontal Cortex, Amygdala and
Hippocampus.
2. 2. Our RAS works the best in the morning to filter out
unnecessary noises and distractions, like air-conditioners,
fans, outside noises.
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Mindful Listening
Listening to sounds mindfully
Practice listening to sounds:
Inside your home

Outside your home

Inside your body

Now write or draw a picture of new sounds you heard:
Inside your home

Outside your home

Inside your body
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Mindful Thinking Practice
When you put some space between you and your
reactions, it changes your relationship with your
thoughts – you can watch them come and go instead of
treating them as facts.
If you are stuck on a negative thought, ask yourself:

2.Is it absolutely
true?

1.Is it true?
Often the answer is,
“Well, yes”. This is the
brain initially reacting –
the autopilot you live
with and believe is you.

Is this thought 100% accurate?
Can you see the thought in a
different way?

4. What would things
be like if I didn’t hold
this belief?

3. How does this
thought make you feel?
Notice any storylines you are holding
onto, and name your feelings: sad,
angry, jealous, hurt.

Imagine possible benefits to your
relations, energy levels and motivation

Excerpt from Uncovering
Happiness by Elisha Goldstein,
PhD., adapted from Loving what is
by Byron Katie.
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Thoughts
Sometimes our thoughts run around like puppies!
Draw or write some thoughts that regularly run through your mind:
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What is Bucket Filling?
We all carry around an invisible bucket that contains our
feelings.
A bucket filler is someone who says or does nice things for
other people. By doing this, they are filling other people’s
buckets and filling their own bucket as the same time.
A bucket dipper is sad or does things to cause other people
to feel bad. A bucket dipper empties their bucket when
they say and do mean things to others.
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Guide to Daily Happiness
Have you filled someone’s bucket today?
If so, draw or write about it below?
If not, think about what can you do to help make
someone’s day?
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Growth Mindset
In a Fixed mindset (Brick Brain), people believe their qualities are
fixed traits and therefore cannot change. They also believe that
talent alone leads to success, and effort is not required.
Alternatively, in a Growth mindset (Bubble Gum Brain), people have
an underlying belief that their learning and intelligence can grow
with time and experience. When people believe they can get
smarter, they realize that their effort has an effect on their success,
so they put in extra time, leading to higher achievement.
From Developing Good Habits website

Fixed Mindset = Brick Brain
Growth Mindset = Bubble Gum Brain
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Growth Mindset
Draw a picture of you using your Bubble Gum Brain.
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Gratitude
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Gratitude
Write and draw 3 things you are grateful for.

Next time you are feeling sad, angry, lonely or afraid this week, try to
think of 3 things you are grateful for. Notice how this makes you feel.
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Resilience – Dealing with Change
Persistence: If you have persistence, you continue to do something even
though it is difficult or challenging for you.
Resilience: the ability to “bounce back” after a challenging situation.
The knowledge gained in the Pause Program gradually builds students’
ability to be persistent and resilient in their daily life.
To be persistent and resilient students’ need to:
•
Notice the signals your amygdala sends you before it fires
•
Take action to settle the signals by using one or more of the Pause
Processes

What is grit?
Grit is the ability to keep working toward a goal, overcoming challenges
and sticking with it even when it's hard.

Persistence + Resilience = GRIT
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Resilience – Dealing with Change
Resilience in learning, as in life, is about being able to persevere
through setbacks, take on challenges and risk making mistakes
to reach a goal. Judy Willis Guardian Tue 12 Jan 2016
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Resilience – Dealing with Change
CHANGE – Think about it?
How do you deal with change? How resilient are you?
There are 2 types of CHANGE – Expected and Unexpected.
Expected changes are easier because we know they are coming. We can get
ready for the change.
Unexpected changes are harder to cope with as we do not know they are
coming. They are surprises and they often catch us off guard.

An expected change that was
easy for me:

An expected change that
was difficult for me:

An unexpected change that
was easy for me:

An unexpected change that
was difficult for me:
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Random Acts of Kindness
Colour in the appropriate box once you have completed one of
the Random Acts of Kindness activities. See how many you can
do in a week.
Write a
positive email
to a friend

Water the
garden
around your
home

Push in your
mum’s chair
at the dinner
table

Wipe down
the kitchen
sink

Play a game
Make a card
with someone for your
at home
favourite
teacher

Thank a family
member for
something
they do at
home

Help someone
who has
dropped
something

Help to hang
out the
washing or
put it away

Clean up after
yourself

Clean up after
someone else
in your home

Hold a door
open for
someone at
home

Smile at
someone who
walks past you
at home

Give a family
member a
silent wave

Help someone Give a
before they
compliment to
ask you
a family
member
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Kindness
List 6 kind acts you do for family.

1

2
3

4
5

6
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Empathy
Empathy is the ability to understand how someone else is feeling
or to understand the situation they are in. It is the ability to “put
yourself in someone else's shoes” and to understand the way a
situation might make them feel.
https://talkingtreebooks.com/definition/what-is-empathy.html
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Empathy

Draw or write how you show empathy to others?
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In your everyday life always
remember to:

Practice the Pause!
Practise the Pause:
When in doubt, Pause
When angry, Pause
When you are stressed or
frustrated, Pause
When you Pause,
listen, feel and be present
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